
Computer Science Principles
Lesson: April 10, 2020

Learning Target:  
In this lesson, the goal is to build student understanding of the Internet as a set of computers 
exchanging bits in the form of packets, and for students to identify the components of their 

digital footprint.

Watch This Video:
The Internet: HTTP & HTML

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBXQZMmiA4s&list=PLzdnOPI1iJNfMRZm5DDxco3UdsFegvuB7&index=5


Practice:
What is the world wide web?

When most of us talk about using the "Internet", 

we're typically talking about a very specific part 

of the Internet: the World Wide Web (WWW, or 

simply "web").The web is a massive network of 

webpages and media, connected to each other 

through links, and accessible via URLs.We call it 

a web because of its vast interconnectedness. 

Starting from one URL, like wikipedia.org, we 

can follow links to eventually reach millions of 

webpages from across the globe.Here's a tiny 

portion of that web from 2004:



.

Practice:
What is the world wide web?

There are more than 2 billion websites accessible on the Internet today. Every 

website is written in HTML, and our personal computers can view those 

websites thanks to HTTP.open networks.

● For a deep dive into Hypertext Transfer Protocol, Click Here. Remember 

to Take Notes in your Notebook!

● For added Practice, click here

● For a deep dive into Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure, Click Here. 

Remember to Take Notes in your Notebook!

● For added Practice, click here

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/a/hypertext-transfer-protocol-http
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/e/hypertext-transfer-protocol--http-
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/a/http-secure-https
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/e/http-secure--https-


Privacy on the web:

● You are not alone on the. Always remember, if you are on 
the WWW, you are Leaving Footprints!

Click the above link and take notes on the presentation 
and video.  Discuss your digital footprints with a friend or 
a family member. What sort of digital footprints are you 
leaving?

https://drive.google.com/open?id=18l0prcW7FaWpBpZyMYM87_w61ezPHUdg


Privacy on the web:
The web is not private by default. Websites can use cookies to track user actions on their site and 

even across other sites. Browsers can track the browsing history of a user, their search queries, 

and even their form inputs.

Cookies

An HTTP cookie is a small amount of text that helps a website track information about a user across 

multiple pages of the website, and personalize the user's experience on the website. If you've ever 

logged into a website, a cookie kept you logged in across multiple pages. If you ever added items to 

an online shopping cart, a cookie remembered the cart contents during your shopping session.

Let's walk through how a cookie is actually set. (If you're feeling fuzzy on the HTTP protocol, this is a 

good time to review HTTP & HTML.) Click Here for a Deep Dive

https://www.khanacademy.org/http-html/a/hypertext-transfer-protocol-http
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/a/privacy-on-the-web


Privacy on the web:

Let’s Stop and 

Practice what you 

have learned so far.  

Clock on the Stop 

Sign for Added 

practice!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/http-html/e/privacy-on-the-web


Quiz 2 

Click here and quiz yourself over what you have learned about the World 
Wide Web and Privacy on the Web. 

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/quiz/http-html-quiz?modal=1


How does cyber crime happen?
A global network of computers is an amazing thing for communication and collaboration. 

Unfortunately, it's also a very tempting thing for cyber criminals.Computers can be attacked in 

many ways, and the Internet makes attacks much easier. Cyber criminals can find ways to install 

malware into machines, and if that malware is a virus or worm, it can quickly spread to many more 

files or machines. Once malware is on a machine, it can steal data or use up valuable 

resources.The users of computers—all of us!—are also vulnerable to attack. Cyber criminals can 

use phishing attacks to trick us into installing malware on our machines or giving access to our 

private data.



How does cyber crime happen?
In the next video , engineers show some of the ways that cyber criminals attack 

the vulnerabilities of computers and humans. After that, we'll dive deeper into the 

attack vectors and protection mechanisms.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuYNXgO_f3Y&list=PLzdnOPI1iJNfMRZm5DDxco3UdsFegvuB7&index=7


How does cyber crime happen?
● Click here for a deep dive into Computer Malware 

and Attacks
● Click here for added practice
● Click here for a deep dive into Phishing and 

password attacks
● Click here for added practice

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/cybercrime-and-prevention/a/computer-vulnerabilities
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/cybercrime-and-prevention/e/computer-malware-and-attacks
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/cybercrime-and-prevention/a/phishing-and-passwords
https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/cybercrime-and-prevention/e/phishing-and-password-attacks


The Internet Unit Test

Click here and 
Test yourself.  
Great Job, 
you’ve 
mastered the 
Internet!!

https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/ap-computer-science-principles/the-internet/test/cybercrime-and-prevention-unit-test?modal=1


The Pledge
To safely use the tools and knowledge that you will acquire in your study of computer science 
requires good judgement and a commitment to do the right thing.

Read and write  the following contract in your notebook. By signing below, you are indicating 
that you have read, understood, and agreed to all of the following statements. If you choose to 
sign the form, return the form to your teacher.

 1. I will never use my knowledge of programming and computer science to access data or 
computing resources that I am not authorized to access.

 2. I understand that accessing computing resources without permission can be a 
felony-level crime under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and other federal and state 
laws.

 3. I understand that penalties even for minors have included felony conviction, prison, and 
large fines to pay computing professionals to attend to a company's entire computing 
network on the basis of small interruptions in the company's service.

 4. I understand that a single instance of penetration testing without permission is 
sufficient for a lifetime ban from professional cybersecurity positions.


